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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like peanut galleries!

By Lauren Allen ~ Daily Bull

There’s a Bloodhound song
called Bad Touch, and I’ve
had it stuck in my head for
days now. Well, that and
how much I want McDonald’s, but that’s another
story. Anyway, the chorus
of the song is “let’s do it like
they do on the Discovery
Channel.” Inspired by this
song, I made a step-by-step
guide for guys to imitating
the Discovery Channel.
First: Get her attention. This
can be done by using bodily fluids. You could pee on
her, but I think you should
imitate the hippo and go
the classy way: spin your tail
like a fan while pooping so
it goes everywhere. Don’t
have a tail? Use a fan. You
could also paint yourself
metallic green and blue and
claim you’re a peacock, but
this will have less of an effect if you’re clothed, and
if you aren’t, seriously. It’s
cold out. Put some clothes
on before Public Safety sees
you. Or anyone who hap...see Sexy on back

Nathan Wonders: Adrenaline Shots
Brought to you by Nathan “Invincible” Miller

By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

This last Saturday marked a holiday that
people tend to genuinely love, or truly
hate with the fiery, intense passion of
George Bush at a shoe store. That’s right,
I’m talking about Valentine’s Day - pink!
Flowers! Candies! Cooing! LURVE.
“I think everyone should get a chance to
be loved,” said President Obama, who
gave out personalized gifts to many of
his acquaintances in an effort to boost
morale and continue to prove what a
nice guy he is.
For his VP, Obama ordered a red,
hear t-shaped yo-yo. The toy was
monogrammed: To Joe, for your office
- because I’m not giving you anything
else to do this term. Love, Barack. Biden
was unavailable for comment, but a
representative disclosed, “Joe is very
upset. He had his heart set on at least
licking a few envelopes.”
Senator John McCain revealed in a press
conference that the President graced his
Valentine’s Day with customized candy
hearts. Messages included “Try again in
2012,” “gg n00b,” “Never mind, make
it 2016,” and “PWND.” McCain said he
didn’t understand the gaming lingo, but
swore to make his best effort to free the
North Dakotan prisoners of war.

For a loyal friend in the CIA, Obama
ordered a toilet-sized (but not toiletshaped, thankfully) vase of roses. This
person, whose identity cannot be revealed, grew so outraged that he/she/it
threw that vase to the ground, stomped
on the flowers, and shrieked, “WHAT
ARE YOU DOING, MR. PRESIDENT?!
THEY’LL FIRE ME IF I SHOW EMOTION!”
The shocked President slowly gathered
up the flowers, handing one to each
member of the House of Representatives
to “make them feel like someone cares
about them.”
In a service to humanity, the President
sent a large box of cream-filled chocolates to Sarah Palin. “If by cream you mean
gorilla glue, then yes,” he mused. Palin’s
response: “Mmmppphhhrrrrrkkk”
Obama said one of his greatest challenges was deciding what to give Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. Ultimately, he
ordered a dartboard with sexually transmitted infections rather than numbers.
The long, hard darts were inscribed
“BILL” - if the projectiles penetrated
deep enough into the board, it would
call out the name of the illness. “It was a
bit strange at first,” said Obama, “since
Hillary’s office is just down the hall. But

Three Cheers for Friday!

...see Valentines on back

Ok. I found out how everyone in endless when you’ve got nearly unthe whole world, except maybe limited strength and inhuman pain
tolerances.
anorexic people, can be invincible: Adrenaline shots. Imagine
Course, there are a few
your ordinary old EpiPen, but
side effects resulting from
instead of a teeny tiny dose (.3
taking straight adrenaline.
mg) of adrenaline, it’d have a
Your muscles would kind
couple grams of the stuff.
of tear themselves to
Then all you’d have to
shreds, but you wouldn’t
do is shoot it straight into
need them after you
your arm or heart and you
just tied a tank barrel in
would be good to go.
a knot – you win. Your
Bring on the trumpets!
heart might explode too.
*Doodly doo!* You
And you’d feel no pain,
know what you could do
and probably no emotion either. But when
on an adrenaline shot?
everything looks breakEverything. Pinned under a semi-truck? Pick it
able, there is no room
up and throw it. Need
for being sentimental.
a shortcut to the copy
Everything must go.
machine? Smash down
a wall. Don’t like your friends tell- It’d be totally worth it though. I
ing you that you should lay off the wonder if that guy on the corner
adrenaline shots? Rip them in half. can hook me up…
The possibilities are practically
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Nature’s Way

Valentine’s Day in the White House
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“[It’s] time for the human race to
enter the solar system.”
~Dan Quayle
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a sufficient distraction. A male spider would bring a fly. I suggest a
double cheeseburger meal, plain.
This should distract her long enough
to have sex without getting killed.
(Note: I don’t suggest this. MI law
does state that surprise sex is rape.)

...Valentines from front

...Sexy from front

I’ve grown used to working with Mi- pens to have forgotten their eye
crosoft Sam yelling out ‘gonorrhea’ bleach at home.
every few minutes.”
Second: Woo her. Bring her shiny
For his family, President Obama things. For you CS majors, think of
bought flowers, necklaces, earrings, things other then Inu Yasha posters
and vinyl records of classic love and mech figurines. Think pop can
songs. He even remembered flow- tabs and pretty blue pebbles, like
ers and chocolates for the new dog, birds or raccoons. Some birds even
which, upon eating the candies, have a contest: whoever give the female the biggest, bestest pile of shiny
promptly died. Oops.
wins. Surely you can do that just with
Disclaimer: No animals were harmed in stuff lying around your room.
the writing of this article. Except a spider,
because it decided to crawl within my Of course, you could also throw
line of sight. But spiders don’t count.
paper balls her way, like the lovely
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people in the cubicle next to the bull
office did. You could also just tell
her there aren’t many girls at Tech, so
she would be helping to propagate
the species. However, if that really
worked boys would get laid much
more often then they do.
Third: build a nest/burrow/den with
her. It should be large enough to fit
you, her, and a few other people inside. This way you can either have
an orgy, or room to move around
in. This may seem like a lot of work,
but you’re looking at it the wrong
way. Look at it not as work, but as
an excuse to make a blanket fort, or a
snow fort if you want it to be closer
to the real thing. Besides, if she has a
litter, you’ll have to store them somewhere.

How it all began...

Fourth: distract her. This is very important. If she’s really a spider, she
might turn on you and decide to
kill you during sex. Some people
are into that, but normally not when
they’re the victim. Food should be

Finally, and most importantly, DON’T
GET EATEN!! Heard of black widows?
Preying
Mantis?
Shrews? Yeah,
they often eat
the males after
sex. Do you really want to be
known as the
guy who became a postcoital snack?
No, you want
to be the guy
who died doing something
incredibly
awesome, like
being in an explosion caused by the
awesomeness of you fixing the global economy with duct tape as you
develop the cure for all disease. Be
safe and bring extra shinys, or better
yet, extra McDonalds.

I found this while looking up NOS on google. I’m still debating whether it’s cool or not.

Think you’ve got what it takes to be
a Daily Bull writer? Hate our piles
and want to make a better one?
Want to start your own comic series like Kiri Kennedy and Jeanette
Lindley are doing with Epic Team
Epic? Cause you can totally do any
of those. Stop on by to our meetings every Wednesday in Walker
144 at 9:10, or just send your stuff
in to dailybull@gmail.com. It’s
that easy, and we swear we won’t
make fun of you. Practically everything will be accepted. You’ve got
nothing to lose!

